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tremble, lest I should split upon the former or strike upon the latter.  But
you, my better pilot,.. .—richardson.
Such phases of it as \ve did succeed in mentally kodaking are hardly
to be ; developed1 in cold print.—Times.
We are not photographers enough to hazard a comment on
cold print.
The leading planks of the Opposition policy are declared to be the
proper audit of public accounts,...—Times*
repetition
* Rhetorical' or—to use at once a wider and a more intelli-
gible term—' significant' repetition is a valuable element in
modern style ; used with judgement, it is as truly a good thing
as clumsy repetition, the result of negligence, is bad. But
there are some writers who, from the fact that all good repe-
tition is intentional, rashly infer that all intentional repetition
is good ; and others who may be suspected of making repeti-
tions from negligence, and retaining them from a misty idea
that to be aware of a thing is to have intended it. Even
when the repetition is a part of the writer's original plan, con-
sideration is necessary before it can be allowed to pass: it is
implied in the terms 4 rhetorical' or significant repetition that
the words repeated would ordinarily be either varied or left
out; the repetition, that is to say, is more or less abnormal, and
whatever is abnormal may be objectionable in a single
instance, and is likely to become so if it occurs frequently,
The writers who have most need of repetition, and are most
justified in using it, are those whose chief business it is to
appeal not to the reader's emotions, but to his understanding;
for, in spite of the term c rhetorical \ the object ordinarily is
not impressiveness for impressiveness* sake, but emphasis for
the sake of clearness. It may seem, indeed, that a broad dis-
tinction ought to be drawn between the rhetorical and the
non-rhetorical: they differ in origin and in aim, one being an
ancient rhetorical device to secure impressiveness, the other a
modem development, called forth by the requirements of

